
Run 100s of deep learning 
experiments from your laptop.

PLATFORM THAT
SCALES YOUR DEEP
LEARNING EXPERIMENTS
ScaleTorch is software that automatically runs your Deep Learning 
experiments on multiple clouds (e.g. AWS, GCP, Azure and smaller providers) 
on 100s of GPUs in parallel from your laptop. No code changes needed.



OUR GOAL
At Scaletorch we feel that lack of scalable 
computing power is what holds back 
startups, universities, research institutes 
and even bright individuals to do 
breakthrough work in applied or pure AI.

Scaletorch is a team of motivated 
software and deep learning engineers 
working round the clock to democratize AI 
research by combining GPU capacity 
across more than 200 hundred data 
centers worldwide into elastic scalable 
deep learning clusters

SCALETORCH
SOFTWARE
Connect one or multiple clouds 
(AWS/Azure/GCP) to Scaletorch and 
benefit from:

GPU
Availability

Get access
to specific
GPU type

No code
changes
setup virtual

machines
and training

environments
automatically

Handing
data

Implementing
caching, data
streaming for

large volumes of
data, arifact

management, etc.

Serverless training and
DL experiments

Get results faster by running 
100s of experiments in parallel

Spot instances automation 
(reduce cost by 80%)

Unique DAP engine. Speeds up
training by 2x-9x without code changes.

Unique DAP
engine

Speeds Up training
by 2x-9x without
code changes

Reduce cost
by 90%

with Spot Instances
automation and

cheaper capacity



SCALETORCH
DEEP LEARNING CLOUD

Benefits of Scaletorch 
software + cheaper and 
scaleout capacity from more 
than 200 of datacenters 
across the world.

We create a virtual cluster of 
GPUs by combining GPU 
capacity across over 200 
datacenters 

Zero code
change

As easy as running a training 
script from one’s laptop

Scaletorch Cloud Capacity price comparison for 
A100 and V100 GPUs (we have more GPU types!

V100 GPU
1

GPU RAM
16 GB

Spot Reserved

AWS

Azure

GCP

Paper Space

$0.91/h

$1.34/h

$0.94/h

-

$3.06/h

$3.06/h

$2.76/h

$2.30/h

Scaletorch $0.30/h $0.75/hr

A100 GPU
1

GPU RAM
80 GB

Spot Reserved

AWS

Azure

GCP

Paper Space

-

$1.46/h

$1.41/h

-

$4.09/h

$3.67/h

$3.98/h

$3.09/h

Scaletorch $0.75/h $1.50/h

Kseniia Melnikova
)



Let’s see an example:

Standard approach: training on one of the 
“Blg3” clouds 

HOW TO SPEED
UP YOUR EXPERIMENTS?

X-Ray classification model trained on different doud providers

Cloud
Provider

Spot
Instances

Running
Time

Cost#of
GPUs

Azure

GCP

AWS

4

4

4

no

no

no

12h36m

12h43m

12h37m

$133.48

$141.74

$153.61

Scaling your training on Scaletorch Cloud
Scaletorch aggregates cheaper cloud capacity from smller 
cloud providers

Cloud
Provider

Spot
Instances

Running
Time

#of
GPUs

ScaleTorch 36 yes 2h14m

Cost

$18.76

Scaling your training on multiple clouds using 
Scaletorch Software
Scaletorch will combine GPUs from multiple clouds and 
automate sport instances

Cloud
Provider

Spot
Instances

Running
Time

Cost#of
GPUs

GCP + Azure + AWS 36 yes 1h52m $59.92

CONTACT USCONTACT US
contact@scaletorch.ai www.scaletorch.ai


